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Hello NewsCrypto 
family, 

Newsco here! 

Stay on track with the 
current situation in crypto 

market. Check out our weekly 
report on most important 

insights that happened 
in the last 7 days.

http://www.newscrypto.io


1. BREAKING CRYPTO NEWS FROM THIS 
WEEK:
Nigerian president to unveil eNaira central bank digital currency:

Nigerian President Muhammadu Buhari is set to officially introduce the 
country’s central bank digital currency (CBDC), the eNaira.

The Central Bank of Nigeria (CBN) has published a document in which it 
reaffirmed its intention to introduce the eNaira after previously attempting 
but failing to do so on Oct. 1. According to the design paper for the eNaira, 
the CBN now considers itself prepared to implement Nigeria’s CBDC. 

Cointelegraph
 
CoinMarketCap hack reportedly leaks 3.1 million user email addresses:

The information came into light after the hacked email addresses were 
found to be traded and sold online on various hacking forums, and revealed 
by Have I Been Pwned, a website dedicated to tracking hacks and compro-
mised online accounts.

Cointelegraph 

Bitcoin price flash crashes by 87% to $8K on Binance.US:

Bitcoin (BTC) crashed to just $8,100 on Oct. 21 — but only if you were trad-
ing on Binance’s dedicated United States exchange, Binance.US.

Cointelegraph 

For more breaking news from the world of crypto visit:
https://app.newscrypto.io/news/breaking-news

2. MARKET DATA:
BTC dropped 1.5% in dominance in last 7 days. As entire crypto market grew 
for about $150B it was the alts that took the initiative this week with a $110B 
increase of the altcoin marketcap. The popularity of crypto assets is grow-
ing steadily as there wore 226k new wallets made in the last 7 days. Most 
analytics are remaining bullish as made its ATH of $66,836 last week.

BTC     ETH
Price: $62,770    Price: $4200

https://app.newscrypto.io/news/breaking-news


Entire crypto market MC and volume in USD: 

Altcoins crypto market MC and volume in USD: 

DeFi market MC and volume in USD: 



Market dominance chart: 

BTC Marketcap: 

BTC/USD     ETH/USD
Binance (for the past week)   Binance (for the past week)

High: $67000     High: $4375
Low: $59510     Low: $3676
Weekly Volume: $336.065k    Weekly Volume: $3.21M

3. A LOOK AT THE CHART:
Looking at the Bitcoin chart, since we managed to climb above MA50 we 
had a nice uptrend and reached a top at $67k. Now the price is testing for 
support on the $60,700 level. Breaking below it the price could drop to 



$57,400 where we predict to see a lot of buy pressure. If the sentiment stays 
as it is, we could see new highs sooner rather than later.

Bitcoin 1D timeframe 

4. CRYPTO READ OF THE WEEK:
Tesla hints it may soon resume support for crypto payments:

Tesla, the major electric vehicle manufacturer headed by Dogecoin (DOGE) 
proselytizer Elon Musk, has hinted that it may soon look to restore support 
for crypto payments.

Read the whole article here: 
https://cointelegraph.com/news/telsa-hints-it-may-soon-resume-sup-
port-for-crypto-payments

5. WHAT DOES CRYPTO TWITTER SAY:

https://twitter.com/BitcoinMagazine/status/1452767596986707974
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That’s it for this 
week, have a great one 

and as always, I’ll update 
you on the most exciting 

crypto news next 
Tuesday.
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